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Correspondence from Germany 

(by Matheus Hantschko) 

--- 

Family Home near Spremberg 

December 31, 1915 

 

Dear Volksblatt Readers in distant Texas! 

  The winter which entered earlier was not 

sustained. It froze a bit before Christmas but 

by end of December it was as warm as in 

April. Many soldiers were home on leave 

but most have left again already. The 

“Spremberg Gazette” issued the following 

Christmas reflections on December 27th 

which I now wish to make available to all 

Volksblatt readers in Texas and elsewhere: 

 “The celebration of the Christmas holidays 

passed in earnest and dignity as befitting the 

hard times confronting the German people. 

For our world of children, which is lacking 

in true recognition of the unspeakable 

suffering which weighs on the entire 

cultured world – these, at present, singular 

lucky youths – we naturally did not want to 

spoil the happiness of festivities for which 

they had waited a half year in advance. 

Hadn’t the absence of a father on Christmas 

day cast a shadow, already, on the Christmas 

spirit residing in the hearts of the children of 

so many families. And, for the hearts of 

mothers it meant, in spite of the continuous 

heavy worries, to appear exceedingly happy 

in order to avoid heaping negative burdens 

upon the hearts of yearning children. 

  

 [The next three lines are not readable – 

translations begin with the next page]  
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since nothing else could be done, a serious 

and spiritual but not a happy holiday. 

Even those who were not limited in 

celebrating, because they weren’t burdened 

by personal serious involvement, refrained, 

with respect for those less enviable, from 

noisy expressions of happiness. Thus 

stronger were the visits to our houses of 

worship which, on Christmas Eve and the 

two holidays, were almost overwhelmed by 

the masses of divine service participants. 

And when, understandably, as in numerous 

occasions, those with grim sorrow and 

heavy grief were to seek comfort and relief 

there – the numbers of those inclined to 

express faith in God, to seek hope for future 

omnipotence of God and to combine thanks 

for His, until now visibly provided grace, 

were equally as large. And this religious and 

moral strength from the distant heavens, 

deeply rooted in the German people and 

devoid of all foreign hysteria, took effect 

even on the timid hearts in a calming and 

toughening way. A reflection of this quiet, 

first, but brazen confidence for Germany’s 

existence and future, also fell upon the 

general Christmas spirit. It was a “Wartime 

Christmas” to which the German people 

brought the appropriate perception.”  

  With a loyal German greeting to all 

readers of the Volksblatt, I remain 

       The Railroader 
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